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NanocalcFX API is a simple
Java API designed to assist
you in developing plugins for
the nanocalcFX application.
NanocalcFX API is easy to
implement and can be used
for compiling plugins for any
version of nanocalcFX.
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Java API designed to assist
you in developing plugins for
the nanocalcFX application.
NanocalcFX API is easy to
implement and can be used
for compiling plugins for any
version of nanocalcFX.
NanocalcFX API is a work in
progress and is incomplete,
and it is provided as-is and
contains no warranties. With
over 30 years of experience
in the software development
industry, James Chaney and
Associates have been active
in the Java, PL/SQL, Linux,
and Unix programming
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languages. We currently
specialize in the development
of object-oriented Java, Sun
Java, and in PL/SQL for the
Oracle Database. Also, we
provide application
development services for
Java, PL/SQL, Oracle, Unix,
MySQL, and ASP.NET/VB.
The best place to start with
the NanocalcFX API is to
download the API source
code and build a minimum
working plugin for
nanocalcFX. This is not the
whole NanocalcFX API
however it will get you
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started with the API.
NanocalcFX is a powerful
Open Source award winning
Time Tracker application
available on SourceForge
under the GPLv2 license.
The NanocalcFX application
runs on Microsoft Windows,
Windows CE and Linux. It
supports multiple users and
users can have multiple
projects with different
screens. What is Open Source
& Java?Open Source means
that all the code from this
application is available for
you to study, modify and
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redistribute free of charge
under the same terms and
conditions as the original
developer. The Java
application is written in the
Java language, with the use of
the Java APIs, and makes use
of the Java compiler to
generate Java bytecode. How
to create plugins to the
NanocalcFX applicationThis
guide will take you through
the process of developing the
minimum required plugin.
3.1 Installation of the
required Java development
software If you have not yet
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installed Java on your
computer, do this now,
otherwise do this later.
Download the latest version
of Java from Sun
Microsystems and extract the
archive file. 3.2 Read the
About NanocalcFX
application guide This page
contains a guide to installing
the NanocalcFX application
on the computer running
Windows. Start the launcher
application - access the
system properties and enter
the start menu shortcut: 3.3
Windows XP, Vista, and
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Linux For Windows XP or
Windows Vista, start the MSI
installer 09e8f5149f
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NanocalcFX is a java
application for easily
performing chemical
calculations and analysis.
Free to download.
Developers such as yourself
can easily develop plugins for
NanocalcFX using Java
programming. In this tutorial
we will be reviewing the
NanocalcFX.xml and
NanocalcFXReader.java
files. NanocalcFX.xml is the
XML description file for the
nanocalcFX application. This
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is the main layout file used to
edit the application. This
tutorial will also be covering
the various elements of
NanocalcFX.xml and how
they can be used.
NanocalcFXParser.java is a
Java class file is a simple Java
class written to read the XML
descriptions. This is the class
that can be used to register
plugins with nanocalcFX. In
the following tutorial the
reader will be creating a new
application for the chemical
example. We will be looking
at the various parts of the
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NanocalcFX.xml file and
how they are used. We will
also be writing our own Java
application to help create
plugins for the NanocalcFX
application. This is the new
API for the NanocalcFX
application. It will create a
good learning environment by
demonstrating all the features
and functions of the
application, and what they
do. This tutorial describes all
the plugins. The GUI of
NanocalcFX, the plugins that
can be created by the user
and several examples. This is
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a simple example of a plugin
and can be used to learn Java
and other APIs. This is a
simple plugin that has a main
panel, an option button to
calculate the molecular
weight of objects and a
button to clear the editor.
This uses the Player plugins
API This use is explained in
the specification. Steps To
Create A New Plugin: 1.
Using eclipse import jar files
from plugin example and
create a new project. 2.
Change the plugins/src/plugin-
example.jar file from the
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code source. 3. Create a new
java file in the plugins
directory with a.java
extension for the
NanocalcFX class. We will
be using the
NanocalcFX.java and
NanocalcFXReader.java
classes. We will also be
importing and using other jar
files. This tutorial is very
useful in learning other APIs.
It is used to demonstrate the
features of the NanocalcFX
application and how to use
them. Here is a very basic
plugin example.
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What's New in the NanocalcFX API?

Name: NanocalcFX API
Version: 0.0.1 Author:
Shishir Bobde Email:
nanocalc@gmail.com
Website: Changes: 0.1 - First
version 0.2 - Added method
to check if multiple processes
exist 0.3 - Added new
method to get the total CPU
power 0.4 - Calculate modes
of pa, fpa, vpa, hpa, pv 0.5 -
Added new method to
calculate the total power in
Watts 0.6 - Added new
method to calculate the total
power in Joules 0.7 - Added
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new method to compute
power factor 0.8 - Added
new method to calculate total
energy 0.9 - Added new
method to calculate
efficiency of a power plant in
real time 0.10 - Added new
method to calculate energy
cost 0.11 - Added new
method to calculate reliability
0.12 - Added new method to
calculate the percentage of
power that came from on-site
and off-site sources 0.13
-Added new method to draw
power and energy curves in
nanocalcFX 0.14 - Added
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new method to calculate net
power, net energy, peak and
average power 0.15 - Added
new method to import Energy
Data (Closed systems) 0.16 -
Added new method to
compute the initial cost and
amortized cost of installing
large solar power plant 0.17 -
Added new method to
calculate the power factor of
a given load 0.18 - Added
new method to calculate the
power factor of a given mains
voltage 0.19 - Added new
method to calculate the
power factor of a given
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power plant load 0.20 -
Added new method to export
energy/power charts for each
time intervals 0.21 - Added
new method to add
significant events to charts
0.22 - Added new method to
support for the new VIXWIN
1.8.0-1.8.0 0.23 - Added new
method to support for the
new VIXWIN 2.0 0.24 -
Added new method to
support the new nanocalcFX
XLS Format 0.25 - Added
new method to support the
new nanocalcFX XML
Format 0.26 - Added new
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method to update the power
data during the same interval
0.27 - Added new method to
pass the command line
arguments to nanocalc
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System Requirements:

Intel Pentium IV 1.5 GHz, 1
GB RAM. (please change the
location of the zipped file to
somewhere on your PC so
you don't have to download it
again) Story : This is a short
story about a lonely old lady.
She is lonely since her
mother, her younger brother
and her beautiful daughter
left the house. The daughter
didn't come back home. Her
son is a banker and he is busy
working. He doesn't care
much for the old lady. She is
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a burden for him. She must
be fed,
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